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Letter from the Chair

Douglas Martin, Assoc. Professor and Chair of Physics

LU physics notes:

International Workshop on Non-neutral Plasmas

 Jeff Collett is taking a second sabbatical at the University of Wisconsin—
Madison (2017-18), and is working
in the lab of Prof. Mark Saffman (see
sabbatical report, p. 2).
 Megan Pickett returns from sabbatical at the University of Washington.
 Recent numbers of physics majors
graduating: 10 in 2016, 12 in 2017
(see senior project titles, p. 4).

Inside this issue:
Faculty Update: Annemarie Exarhos and Christopher Hawley

Dear Friends and Graduates of the LU Physics Department:
As fall returns, I find myself thinking back with delight to the first warm days of summer,
the time of graduation and reunion at Lawrence. I am delighted to think of the graduating
seniors, seeing the work they’ve done in physics (and elsewhere), and I’m delighted to think
of the graduates of previous years returning for the reunion weekend, as they shared their
post-Lawrence adventures. Let me try to share some of this delight. This year, our graduating majors tackled ambitious senior projects, including building a wind tunnel to test disc
golf discs (used further in our Rocket Science course), measuring hyperfine transitions using
optical beating between precision-locked diode lasers, and developing algorithms for simulating quantum computing, benchmarked with IBM’s quantum computer. And our alumni
told of successful graduate work (in physics, engineering, and medicine), across a broad
range of industry careers (aerospace, electrical engineering, data analytics), and academia. We are very excited to have two Lawrence graduates joining us this fall as new visiting
assistant professors, Annemarie Exarhos ’07 and Christopher Hawley ’07. I’m looking
forward to a new year of work with our continuing physics majors; and I do hope you will
join us at your next reunion – or sooner – as we are always happy to welcome back Lawrentians
Best regards, Douglas Martin

In July 2017, Lawrence University hosted the 12th edition of the International Workshop on Non-neutral Plasmas (see poster image). This workshop drew almost 50
attendees from seven countries (US, Japan, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, France, and Denmark). There were 27
oral presentations and about the same number of poster
presentations.
The conference excursion included a tour of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) museum in Oshkosh
and a riverboat dinner cruise on the Wolf River.
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Conference poster (above) showing
internal electrodes of Lawrence
Non-neutral Torus II
Conference photo (left) outside Main
Hall, Lawrence University
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Update on Faculty Changes

A. Exarhos (‘07) and C.
Hawley (‘07) joined the LU
physics faculty in 2017.

After three years at LU, Jef Wagner moves
on to a tenure-track faculty position at Union
College in Schenectady, New York. We wish
him, Kristen and their two little girls well and
thank them for three wonderful years as part of
the Lawrence physics family.
We are delighted to welcome new visiting
faculty members to the physics department in
2017. Annemarie Exarhos and Christopher
Hawley ar e both LU gr aduates of the class
of 2007. They move to Appleton from the
Philadelphia area where they were in postdoctoral positions at the University of Pennsylvania and Drexel University, respectively.
Annemarie, originally from Richland, Washington, and one of three Exarhos who have LU
degrees (father, Greg Exarhos ’70 and brother,
Stephen Exarhos ’12) r eceived her Ph. D.
from the University of Pennsylvania in 2015.
The title of her thesis is “Optical, Magnetic,
and Electronic Anisotropies in LowDimensional Systems.” Her post-doctoral research (also at UPenn) focused on fluorescent,

single-photon emitting defects in crystalline semiconductors and her ongoing research interests lie
in the area of expanding the search for singlephoton sources into other wide bandgap semiconductor materials, particularly in low dimensions.
Christopher hails from the vicinity of St. Paul,
Minnesota. He did graduate work at both Iowa
State and Drexel University, where he received his
Ph.D. in 2015 with a thesis titled “Growth of Nanowires and Nanowire Heterostructures by Chemical Vapor Deposition and Vapor Transport.” His
post-doctoral work (also at Drexel) and ongoing
research interests focus on the optical characterization of complex oxide interfaces and newly discovered ferroelectric materials.
Christopher and Annemarie were married in
2011 and share common interests, including hiking, travelling, tinkering in the machine shop and
developing optics demonstrations together. First
teaching assignments at LU for these two include
a special topics course in nanoscience and nanotechnology (CH) and quantum mechanics (AE).

Sabbatical Report: Quantum Computing
After two decades of investigating phase
transitions in liquid crystals, I (J. Collett)
used my sabbatical leave to join Mark
Saffman’s quantum computing research
group at the University of WisconsinMadison for a year.
Quantum computers use the natural time
evolution of quantum states to do computing
operations that could revolutionize search
and encryption applications. Quantum data
is stored in the state amplitudes of a twostate system (qubit) or a multi-state system
(qudit). To make a successful quantum logic
gate, we need to be able to control and
maintain quantum probability amplitudes
(magnitude and phase) over the longest possible times.
While much work on neutral atoms uses the
hyperfine ground states of cesium and rubidium, I am exploring the use of holmium
as computing element. Holmium is a highly
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magnetic rare earth element with a complex hyperfine ground state that could be
used for encoding multiple qubits. It has
been successfully trapped in a magnetooptical trap, allowing us to collect cold
atoms for an optical dipole or a purely
magnetic trap. While at Madison, I developed models to show how we can control
some quantum states in holmium to the
precision needed for a quantum computer.
I’m currently exploring how to prepare
holmium atoms in arbitrary initial states
by using specially shaped microwave and
radiofrequency magnetic dipole fields.
This summer Julian Garrido Tomasini
(’19) used computational methods to solve
the time dependent Schrodinger equation
as we try to engineer full quantum control
of the hyperfine ground states. -JAC
Fluroescence from a cloud of
trapped holmium atoms.
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In Memoriam: Shannon O’Leary and Adam Clausen
Former LU Postdoctoral Fellow in
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Adam Clausen wer e killed in a car

mendously positive influence on students

accident on 26 December 2016 while

and colleagues at Lewis and Clark as

returning to Portland, Oregon from a

some of us heard at their memorial ser-

family holiday gathering in Bend.

vice in January.

Their car was hit from behind and sent

Here are some of the words from LU

into oncoming traffic. Adam and

physics alumni that we received in the

Shannon’s son, Felix (4) survived the
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crash and has been adopted by Adam’s

non and Adam’s deaths:

brother and his family.

Daniel Fulton (‘09): Adam and Shan-

The people in the Lawrence communi-

non first came to Lawrence during my

ty who knew and loved Adam and

junior year in the physics department.

Shannon since their arrivals in Apple-

For five of the six quarters I had before

ton in 2007 and 2008 respectively con-

graduation, I took classes with Adam.

tinue to grieve this tragic loss and we

He, by far, did the most damage to my

know that they had a deep impact on

GPA of any faculty member at Law-

the lives and careers of a number of

rence. I enjoyed his dry humor in the

former Lawrence students who might

classroom and the uncompromising way

be readers of this newsletter.

he set a high bar for his students, so de-

Shannon and Adam were married in

spite not getting the best marks, each

Appleton in 2009. They moved to

quarter I would register for his next

Portland in 2010 where Shannon took
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up a tenure-track faculty position in the

Physics department is what initially drew
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College. Adam taught physics and
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mathematics courses at a number of

collegiality of the faculty towards stu-

Portland area institutions before set-

dents, and the overwhelming sense that

tling into a career with a firm that re-

they cared not just about teaching stu-

viewed patent applications, reminding

dents to be good physicists, but how to

some of us of Einstein’s early-career

be good people and live happy, success-

employment.

ful lives. That Adam and Shannon took

Shannon O’Leary and Adam Clausen on
the occasion of their wedding in 2009.
so immediately to this generous culture,
speaks volumes to their high character.
Eric Frater (‘11): Shannon and Adam fostered my love for applied optics and are responsible for the path I've taken for my career.
They were incredibly kind, supportive, and
firm teachers. I think they represented the best
teaching practices that I have ever been subjected to.
Brad Bodee (‘11): Clausen and O'Lear y
helped me a lot. Clausen's lectures were amazing. I remember sprinting out of the classroom
to take down notes before I forgot all the details he taught me. His advanced mechanics
course was fun entertaining and helpful. His
class got me through my advanced mechanics
graduate course.
Two better colleagues and friends, we don’t
expect to see in this world. –MRS

LU physics alumni: please update us on changes in your careers and activities:
douglas.s.martin@lawrence.edu
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Lawrence University Department of Physics

The Department of Physics at Lawrence University strives to offer a

Department of Physics
Lawrence University
711 E. Boldt Way
Appleton, WI 54911
Phone: 920-832-6953
Fax: 920-832-6962
Email: douglas.s.martin@lawrence.edu

truly distinctive undergraduate physics program of the highest quality. By
featuring specialized signature programs in areas of faculty expertise, we
engage students in the practice of physics across the curriculum and develop
their ability to use contemporary tools of theoretical, experimental, and
computational physics. We aim to attract diverse and eager students, to
transform their abilities and aspirations, and to open doors for them to participate as professionals in training and to enter the ranks of the next generation of scientists. In practicing physics, we continually engage in scholarly
activities that involve students in collaborative physics research in order to
maintain our professional vitality, contribute new knowledge to the discipline, and enrich the curriculum. Ultimately, because physics comprises an
important component of the liberal arts, we aim to communicate a coherent
scientific world view to all members of the Lawrence community.
www.lawrence.edu/academics/study/physics

Recent Senior Projects
2015-16
Ben Clark Applying the Compensated A rrhenius Formalism to Ionic Liquids: Investigating Ion
Transport via Temperature-Dependent Viscosity
and Instrument Interfacing
Owen Cook (Dept. Service Award, 2016) Revitalizing
Raman: The Reintroduction of Raman Spectroscopy to the Advanced Laboratory Course
Kirstin Edwards Measuring Gravity to Recognize an
Impact Crater in Door County, Wisconsin
Scott Grudichak Micromagnetic Simulations
John Hosmer-Quint (S.I.N. Award, 2014) Breaking the
Diffraction Limit with Super-Resolution Microscopy: Construction and Characterization of a
Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Fluorescence
Microscope
William Lapp V ariable Star Observation
Rachel Lindley (Brackenridge Prize, 2015, Dept. Research Award, 2016) A n Exploration of Experiments Violating Local Realism
Leo Sussman Gravitational Survey of a Potential Door
County Impact Structure
Kangkang Wang Implementing Langevin Dynamics in
Molecular Dynamic Simulation

2016 physics graduates with department faculty and staff.
Stephen Weikel Computational Simulations of
Orbital Resonances in Saturn’s Rings

2016-17
Sami Jarjour Oar Blade Design: The Efficacy
of Vortex Generators
Chris Kiehl (Brackenridge Prize, 2016)
Achieving High Precision Spectroscopy via
Interference
Joe Liberko Constructing a Wind Tunnel for
Diagnostic Tests of Disc Golf Discs
Albert Marshall Temperature Diagnostics of a
Pure Electron Plasma Using T-G Modes
Emma Micinski Student Teaching: Physics,
Broadfield Science and ELL Education
Cody Poole (Dept. Service Award, 2017,

2017 physics graduates with department faculty and staff.
S.I.N. Award, 2015) Computing with Quantum
Mechanics
JP Ranumas The Plausibility of Detecting the
Casimir Force in an Undergraduate Laboratory
Clayton Ristow (Dept. Research Award, 2017,
S.I.N. Award, 2015) Polymer Field Theory: The
Physics of Lines
Erika Roedl (Dept. Service Award, 2015)
Investigating Applications for Metallic Glass with
Diffusion Bonding
Ben Roque The Supersonic Flow of a Rocket
Nozzle
Alex Shahbazi Scientific Storytelling: Jupiter’s
Grand Tack as an Example of Communicating
Physics Through Video
Peiying Yu Observing Dislocations in Liquid
Crystals

